
Unleashing the Power of Static Non Physical
Energy Generation: Revolutionizing the
Future

Energy is constantly evolving, and new technological advancements continue to
reshape the way we generate and utilize power. The concept of static non-
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physical energy generation has recently gained significant interest as a
groundbreaking innovation with immense potential.

The Basics of Static Non Physical Energy

Static non-physical energy refers to the energy that exists in the unseen realms,
beyond what traditional physical energy sources provide. It encompasses various
forms of energy that can be harnessed, including spiritual, mental, and emotional
energy.
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This revolutionary concept challenges the notion that energy is solely derived
from physical sources. Instead, it taps into the vast reserves of energy that lie
within our consciousness, innate abilities, emotional states, and the universe
itself.

Discovering the Power Within
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Static non-physical energy generation unlocks the potential within each individual
to become a source of power. By tapping into their own consciousness and
aligning their energies, people can access this static energy and direct it towards
practical purposes.

Through meditation, visualization techniques, and focused intent, individuals can
attune themselves to the frequency of this subtle energy and tap into its
transformative power.

The Practical Applications

The potential applications of static non-physical energy generation are vast and
wide-ranging. Here are just a few examples:

Clean and Sustainable Power Generation: Imagine a world where we
derive electricity not only from traditional methods but also from our innate
energy. This would greatly reduce our dependence on non-renewable
resources, leading to a cleaner and more sustainable future.

Healing and Well-being: Harnessing static energy can facilitate profound
healing experiences by promoting balance and harmony within the body and
mind. Redirecting energy to specific areas can help alleviate physical
ailments, promote emotional well-being, and boost overall vitality.

Mental Empowerment: Static non-physical energy can enhance mental
capabilities, improving focus, concentration, and unlocking untapped
potential in problem-solving, creativity, and innovation.

Spiritual Growth: By tapping into this unseen energy, individuals can
accelerate their spiritual growth, gaining deeper insights, heightened
intuition, and a stronger connection with the divine.



The Future Potential

As technology continues to advance and interdisciplinary research expands, the
potential for static non-physical energy generation is set to grow exponentially.

Scientists, engineers, and spiritual leaders are joining forces to explore this
untapped resource and unleash its potential for the betterment of society. From
developing devices that harness static energy to integrating it with existing power
grids, the possibilities are endless.

Static non-physical energy generation represents a paradigm shift in our
understanding of energy and its sources. By recognizing the vast potential within
ourselves and the unseen realms, we have the power to revolutionize the way we
generate and utilize energy.

This technological and spiritual convergence is unlocking a new era of
possibilities, promising a cleaner, more sustainable, and emotionally fulfilling
future for all.
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This eBook, the fifth in a series of Quantum Interface Technology (QiT) eBooks,
focuses on "vacuum energy extraction" specifically Non Physical Energy
generation - using the "quantum energy" released by the "static" Ether when it
“flows through” a passive solid state device (PSSD) to accomplish work.* I have
spent the last 18 years testing the "technology" aspect of my theory. I developed
new devices and systems as a result of these tests and adjusted my theory as
necessary. I have analyzed, developed and worked on devices and systems that
cover everything from: atmospheric modification to environment restoration:
Defense systems (for property protection and personal protection) to Space flight
(propulsion): Energy transformation (mechanical and electrical power):
Communication (real time) to training new personal.
* in fact the PSSD moves through the static Ether because the Earth moves
around the Sun.

This Book presents my "free-body-diagram of how the "static" Ether flows through
everything on the Earth and is in fact the Material Cause ("Void", “Vacuum” or
now the "Quantum Field").

This QiT Book presents a Non Physical Energy NPE mathematical equation for
the static transformation of Quantum Energy. An example is then worked using
my new equation to show the amount of energy in kilowatt-hours (kW-hr) that can
be generated. It is much, much greater than the energy output of my dynamic
NPE generation device.

The reader is then given numerous examples of how to directly use the extracted
"blue waves" or "cold current" or Quantum Current from inside a static generation
device. The output from a static generation device is large enough to recharge
the Earthling Human Being Mind-body-Hologram System! The Quantum Energy
that can be obtained from a "static" transformation device is enormous!



My NPE equation is a general equation that can be directly applied to “static”
devices that are in motion either on the surface of a planet or in a moving space
ship!
(No energy is required to move the device as in the case of the “dynamic”
transformation device.)

I began to call this new technology 29th Century Technology because Science
became a religion in the 20th Century. Fortunately I am now a retired and I no
longer care about funding and reputation. The truth can never harm you and is
something we all crave at a deep uncounscious level in our Mind.
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